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Phones & Internet While Traveling  

  

Having your smart phone with you (whether Apple or Android) will enable you to use the hotel’s wifi system for  internet, 

without having to use your phone’s 3 or 4 G system.  Also you can use your tablet or notebook to Skype www.skype.com 

those back home. In addition, you can also check with your carrier for rates on calls and texting as they have been dropping 

recently and carriers now offer all kinds of packages. 

 

Most areas of Europe are also now connecting to the 4G system, so if your device supports that then you can use that to 

connect to the internet and make calls.  Keep in mind that if your trip is through several countries,  that you will be on 

different systems in each country. There is no one pan-European cell phone company, but what we have seen is that 

Vodafone has the most coverage.  See your phone company before you leave in order to make sure about any additional 

charges you might incur. 

 

Recently, we took an extra old phone with us and bought an inexpensive SIM chip loaded with data and calling, and for $20 

we were able to get through a week of use. Keep in mind we tried to limit our data use on the road and waited to use data 

from the hotel Wifi. 

 

In addition, your tour leaders will always have their phones with them if anyone needs to call in for an emergency.  Here 

they are, exactly as they can be direct-dialed from the states.  Please use only in an emergency. 

 

Patricia- 0030-697-297-5727 (our phones are on a Greek mobile system so they need to be dialed as if we are in Greece-the 

calls get routed to us wherever we are in Europe) 

Manolis-0030-697-297-5737 

 

There are now a lot of areas in the major cities that have wifi hot zones-in parks and piazza etc. Great for checking your 

emails, but they are not secure connections, so they should not be used for banking and other secure applications. All of our 

hotels on this trip have free wifi available either in the lobby or your room and sometimes both. Keep in mind internet 

speeds in most of Europe are not what you are used to in the States. 
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